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NEW FEATURES COMING THROUGHOUT THE FALL SEASON! 
• View, sort and download feed invoices and feed ingredient contracts 
• Updated NH3

 scale ticket information 

CHECK IT  OUT! 

One, single log-in 
page for all Landus 

Cooperative business

See all open deliveries and 
individual scale tickets

Access grain settlement and 
payment history info 

View your open deliveries with a 
countdown to your settlement due date 

Contact your Field Sales Agronomist, Grain Marketing 
Advisor and Location Manager directly from your portal 

Receive special access to news, specials and 
market information 

UPDATED CUSTOMER PORTAL

New features available for harvest
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Wild, Wild Mid-West
Landus Cooperative employees work hard on and off the clock.

Caleb Cox, Landus Cooperative operations technician and bull fighter.  

NEW FEATURES COMING THROUGHOUT THE FALL SEASON! 
• View, sort and download feed invoices and feed ingredient contracts 
• Updated NH3

 scale ticket information 

UPDATED CUSTOMER PORTAL
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Wild, Wild Midwest
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Solutions

HARVEST
SAFETY TIPS

1

2

3

4

5

FINANCING PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

John Deere Financial offers financing solutions that 
provide a source of capital and cash flow to keep your 
farm moving forward. 

• Buy now, pay later flexibility with seed financing 
• Purchasing power to pay for crop inputs

Contact:
 Dalen Uhlenhopp
 Credit Manager
 (515) 817-2137 
 Dalen.Uhlenhopp@landuscooperative.com 

Cooperative Finance Association (CFA) provides 
convenient source of financing for your ag inputs.

• Simple loan application
• Competitive variable interest rates

Contact:
 Mark Bluml
 Director of Credit & Financial Planning
 (712) 667-3354 
 Mark.Bluml@landuscooperative.com 

 Chasity Andersen
 Credit Analyst
 (712) 667-3373 
 Chasity.Andersen@landuscooperative.com

Ensure all family members and farm 
workers are familiar with your operation.

Be careful of the combination of grain 
dust and early morning dew to avoid falls.

Always maintain three points of contact 
when climbing grain bins or equipment.

Properly mount slow moving signs on 
all implements.

Ensure all guards are in place on 
equipment.

BI

ODIESEL FACTS
WITHOUT A TEST 
ITS JUST A GUESS!

Understand in-field 
variability with fall soil 
sampling. Yields and soils 
vary across every farm, 
and nutrient levels will 
fluctuate. Understanding 
soil tests and yields by zone 
and applying products that 
provide the best return on 
investment is critical in 
every farming operation’s 
success. Higher yielding 
areas can remove twice as 
many nutrients as lower 
yielding areas and flat rate 
applications of fertilizer 
limit yield potential and 
overapply in areas where 
fertilizer is not needed.

Under-Fertilized

Over-Fertilized

Adequate

22%

54%

24%

Approximately 50%

of
 al

l biodiesel produced in 

soybean oil.
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Thank you to all the truck drivers who keep us moving!

National Truck Driver Appreciation Week 
September 9 - 15, 2018

BI

ODIESEL FACTS

Diesel fuel 
specification 
ASTM* D975 
includes an allowance for up to   
biodiesel as part of standard diesel fuel.
*American Society for Testing & Materials

5%

Source: United Soybean Board, 2016

of original 
equipment 

manufacturers
already approve 

blends up to B20 
in some or 

all of their 
diesel vehicles.

80% 

Thank you to all the truck drivers who keep us moving!

Approximately 50%

of
 al

l biodiesel produced in 

the
 U.S. is made from

soybean oil.
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In the Know

AGRONOMY REWARDS 
PROGRAM

Success means earning 
a positive return on your 
investment. 

All farming operations have the 
opportunity to utilize technology 
to enhance their production 
efficiency with precision tools. 
That’s why Landus Cooperative 
Rewards was created. 

As you purchase items from 
multiple agronomy product lines, 
you’ll get rewarded with points 
toward precision products and 
services. 

From soil sampling services, 
zone management, and precision 
prescriptions, this program 
helps you make the most of your 
fertilizer and seed investment.

COLLINS SITE UPDATE
Construction continues for a new 2.2 million bushel site south of 
Collins. Scheduled to be operational during harvest 2018.*

*Weather may impact construction schedule and delay completion date.

Landus Cooperative completed grain 
automation updates this summer at 
the following sites: Dedham, Lake 
City, Somers, Sulphur Springs, 
Newell, New Hartford, Bondurant, 
and Yale. 

Customers delivering grain at harvest 
to these locations can expect:
• Staff spending more time serving 

the customer and less time 
operating equipment

• Less downtime due to 
maintenance

• Decreased risk of comingling grain

GRAIN AUTOMATION

What if I can’t find 
my pin number and 
account number? 
Contact your local 
Landus Cooperative 
location.

1 2 3

Your August statement  
shows your pin number  
and account number.

       ALL USERS MUST REGISTER 
• If you’re an existing customer log-in  
 user, please re-register online 
• Added security features to keep your 
 account information safe

Enter 
Account # and 
PIN # (located 
on customer’s 
statement)

Enter 
activation 
code 
received via 
email or text

Create 
and save 
password 

EASY CUSTOMER 
PORTAL REGISTRATION

SAVE THE DATE . . . . . Landus  Coopera t ive ‘ s  Annua l  Mee t ing . . . . . . . . . . . . December  1 8 ,  20 18 . . . . . . SAVE THE DATE
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At Landus Cooperative, we believe 
we are an extension of your farm 
and take that responsibility very 
seriously.

With prices at lows we have not seen in several 
years, we can help you maximize the price you 
receive with a menu of risk management tools. We 
have a knowledgeable team of advisors who can 
help you with your marketing decisions. 

Janette Smith  (712) 830-8745
Samantha Wingrove (712) 250-0344
Jeff Andersen (712) 210-1157
Stacy Raasch (515) 357-4120 
McKenzie Hanna-Marken       (515) 290-4174
Cheyenne Dunham (515) 686-0976

For more information, contact your Grain 
Marketing Advisor at the number below:

Meet 
Ned Lenhart
Ned Lenhart is the 
Feed Development 
Manager at Landus 
Cooperative.  Ned’s 
role involves working 
with swine barn 
owners and operators 
to determine which 
pig owners could be a 
good fit. 

This Iowa State University graduate has worked 
in the livestock industry for 28 years, with 21 of 
those years spent at Landus Cooperative.  Ned and 
his wife, Debbie, reside near Storm Lake and have 
three children, Luke, Katie, and Lizzie.

If you have a swine barn and are considering a 
change in pig ownership or have a desire to build a 
new barn, Ned would welcome the opportunity to 
help you reach your goals. Ned can be reached at 
(712) 299-4177.  

BEEF  FEED CENTER 
OPEN HOUSE!
Landus Cooperative employees put the finishing 
touch on installing the Beef Feed Center 
signage. An open house is scheduled for 
September 20th. More details coming soon!

HARVEST 2018 
IS SOON UPON US!

Check out our new grain 

policies which include a 

simple moisture averaging for corn! 

Go to LandusCooperative.com

SAVE THE DATE . . . . . Landus  Coopera t ive ‘ s  Annua l  Mee t ing . . . . . . . . . . . . December  1 8 ,  20 18 . . . . . . SAVE THE DATE

Kesley New Site Construction
OPENING HARVEST  201 8
$1.2 million grain project has started in Butler County! 
This new grain site just outside of Kesley will have a 
1.3 million bushel bunker, new scale and scale house, 
and will have 20,000 bushel per hour receiving!

Pictured left to right: Jacob Schipper, Operations Technician; 
Christine Hippen, Customer Service Specialist; Lance Ibeling, 
Operations Superintendent; Nick Wangness, Location Manager; 
Scott Anderson, Regional General Manager.
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Five years of progress with Iowa’s Nutrient Reduction Strategy

We celebrated the 5th anniversary of the Iowa Nutrient Reduction Strategy this summer. This was an important opportunity to 
step back, review where we are, see how far we’ve come, and take a hard look at what’s next. 

The Strategy was the culmination of two years of hard work by our Department, the Iowa DNR, Iowa State University and a broad 
group of stakeholders. Together, we developed a science-based model to guide our efforts to improve water quality in our state.

The driving force behind our approach is that we all have a role to play, rural and urban, farm and non-farm, public and private 
sectors. We are committed to working together to leave our land and water in better shape for the next generation.

It is also important to note that in the decades before the Strategy was completed, our conservation efforts were almost 
exclusively focused on preventing soil erosion and phosphorus loss; very little had been done to address nitrogen loss outside of 
in-field nutrient management.

However, with the Strategy as our guide, more than 90 percent of the funds devoted to practices through the Iowa Water Quality 
Initiative have gone toward practices focused on reducing nitrogen loss.

Now, five years later, we’re proud of the progress we’ve made and are committed to doing even more to protect and conserve 
our natural resources. We have come a long way but we know we have much more work to do. 

We have more than 250 partners, including Landus Cooperative, who are supporting the 65 rural and urban demonstration 
projects across the state. These partners have provided more than $38 million to support the work, including a recently 
announced $1 million grant from the EPA focused on conservation drainage practices to reduce nitrogen loss. 

The Nutrient Research Center at Iowa State University is coordinating monitoring efforts and conducting research of additional 
practices, such as bioreactors and saturated buffers, that can help reduce nutrient levels. 

In addition to developing new practices, Iowa is leading the way in innovative approaches to encourage greater adoption 
of proven conservation practices. Last year the Department began a three-year demonstration project that provides a crop 
insurance premium reduction for farmers who use cover crops. Iowa was the first state to adopt such a program and our efforts 
are being monitored by a number of additional states as a potential model.

The next step for the Strategy is to continue to scale-up our efforts and move from demonstration projects to larger 
watershed-scale implementation projects. With increased water quality funding approved and signed into law this past 
legislative session, we can build on the strong foundation that has been established.

Other states recognize Iowa as a leader on this important issue. It’s not just our fertile land that makes Iowa agriculture 
world-class. It’s our ingenuity, collaboration and can-do spirit that has made us a leader and paved the way for progress. 

We are on the right path but have much more work to do. 
With science as our guide, we can work together to make 
even more significant water quality improvements. I want 
to thank Landus Cooperative for how engaged you have 
been in these efforts. We look forward to continuing to work 
with you and our many other partners across the state to 
address this important issue. 

You can visit your local Soil and Water Conservation District 
or www.cleanwateriowa.org to learn more about water 
quality programs available in your area. 

Guest Essay

Mike Naig 
Iowa Secretary of Agriculture
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Like its members, the team at Landus Cooperative seeks profitable alliances to add value, increase 
service, and expand opportunity. “With the downturn in the ag economy, everyone’s watching 

earnings and their balance sheet,” remarked Landus Cooperative CEO Milan Kucerak. “It makes more 
sense today to combine financial resources. That’s the value of having the right partners.”
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Hanor Company

LANDUS 
COOPERATIVE40%

HANOR 
COMPANY50%

FIRST 
COOPERATIVE

10%

Feature

Landus Cooperative has developed several strategic 
partnerships in underserved areas by partnering with key 
allies in the ag industry. “It’s a combination of being a good 

neighbor, utilizing our expertise, and then sharing our expertise 
with an organization,” stated Kucerak. 

Because Landus Cooperative has developed these successful 
partnerships, membership enjoys the benefits. “Frankly, all of 
these relationships have worked really, really well. It’s a good 
deal for Landus Cooperative, first and foremost, because it 
reduced capital needed to build the business and secondly it 
expands our market to make an investment profitable,” Kucerak 
observed. “A lot of trust goes into these things. Everyone 
must understand the vision of doing a particular project with 
willingness for give and take. My caveat is you have to  
have the right partner; people with the same goals 
and interests.”

Landus Cooperative Partners

• Feed Partners  
 Larrabee, IA

• Templeton Crop Nutrients
 Templeton, IA

• Mid-State Milling        
 Buckeye, IA

• FSC 
 Harlan and Denison, IA

• GSC Ag 
 Carroll, IA

Feed Partners

Mark Cullen, Landus Cooperative

In the case of grain partnerships, 
Landus Cooperative offers 
extensive resources, 
market access, contract 
alternatives, and grain 
marketing advisors 
to work with 
customers. “We 
license the partner 
within our network, 
establish the bid, 
merchandise the 
grain, and write 

a check for their 
grain at that location,” 

commented Tom Guinan, vice 
president of producer grain marketing for Landus Cooperative.

 “Within that network, it allows us to leverage our logistics 
network and apply the merchandising intelligence that exists at 
Landus Cooperative.” 

While increasing opportunity for the partners’ customers, their 
local staff retains and manages the relationships with their 
customers. And those local staff members have ready access to 
Landus Cooperative’s team with their experience, expertise, and 
resources. 
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“It allows like-minded 
business people 
to create a feed 

manufacturing facility 
to provide value for 
members and swine 

producers.” 
Mark Cullen

Landus Cooperative
Chief Animal Nutrition Officer 

“Instead of hauling 
feed past each other 
all day, we change the 
system.”

Mark Hinners
First Cooperative Association

Feed Manager
Mark Hinners, First Cooperative Associatio

n

Feed Partners

Mark Cullen, Landus Cooperative

FEED PARTNERS
Landus Cooperative became a 40 percent owner in the Feed 
Partners, LLC feed mill in 2009 along with The Hanor Company 
(50 percent) and First Cooperative Association (10 percent). A 
recently approved expansion project will increase capacity at the 
feed mill to 350,000 tons per year by the end of 2019.
First Cooperative supplies all the corn to the feed mill. Hanor 
feeds their pigs with output from the mill. And Landus 
Cooperative supplies feed to their members. “For us, it’s a way 
to manufacture and market feed in an area that has a need and 
where we didn’t have a facility until we became part of this one,” 
explained Mark Cullen, chief animal nutrition officer at Landus 
Cooperative. “It is unique for cooperatives to work together as 
we are. The way the business model is set up for Feed Partners,  
all members have the  opportunity to benefit and market feed.

It allows like-minded business people to create a feed 
manufacturing facility to provide value for members and swine 
producers.”

The Hanor Company, headquartered in Enid, Oklahoma, has 
an extensive pork production enterprise in Iowa and was 
interested in Feed Partners because they desired to consolidate 
feed production to as few mills as possible. “Working with the 
cooperatives up there in Iowa has, from our standpoint, helped 
us understand that market better in northwest Iowa,” related 
Mark McCulley, director of feed and risk management with 
The Hanor Company. “In working with Hanor, it has given Feed 
Partners a better understanding of the different way integrators 
think about the feed and ingredient world.” Additionally, 
McCulley says their ownership stake gives them the opportunity 
to better communicate their needs, explaining the impact of 
milling decisions on swine production rather than just from a 
customer perspective. 

“Having ownership in the feed mill in Larrabee says, ‘We’re 
coming into northwest Iowa and we’re committing to it,’” 
McCulley remarked. “We really want to work with people in 
the area, people like Landus Cooperative and First Cooperative, 
establishing relationships on a long-term basis rather than a 
spot-customer purchase basis.” 

Marc Hinners, feed manager at First Cooperative which is an 
owner in Feed Partners, one of the Landus Cooperative alliances, 
admits the concept of partnering with another cooperative and a 
swine integrator can be a hard sell to staff and patrons. “Instead 
of hauling feed past each other all day, we change the system,” 
he stated.

 “Animals need feed every day. If we can get an efficient mill 
set up in a geographic area, it keeps costs down for everybody. 
Feed Partners is a true cost-plus mill with the mill’s owners 
pulling feed at cost. You end up with a very efficient mill to serve 
patrons. When you improve yourself, your business, and your 
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Tom Grote, FSC

“We act like we’re one 
organization though we 

are two separate entities. 
Landus Cooperative has a 

great staff of employees we 
work with on a  

daily basis.”
Tom Grote

Farm Service Cooperative
Feed and Grain Division Manager 

TEMPLETON CROP NUTRIENTS
The fertilizer facility in Templeton sits on a rail line where 
unloading of unit-trains of product at the rate of one car every 
five minutes allows incredible efficiency. Templeton Crop 
Nutrients allows its partners – Landus Cooperative and FAC-
Arcadia – to supply a major portion of western Iowa with dry 
fertilizer products efficiently due to 22,000 tons of capacity and 
automated load-out. By partnering in this way, operating costs 
are shared by the stakeholders and fertilizer is accessed at the 
best price possible due to unit train delivery. 

MID-STATES MILLING
Landus Cooperative once owned the feed mill and grain 
handling facility in Alden (Buckeye), Iowa recently purchased 
by Mid-States Milling. After selling the physical assets to Mid-
States Milling, Landus Cooperative negotiated a corn supply 
agreement with the owners who also do some toll mixing for 
the cooperative. Cullen said the arrangement has two key 
benefits for Landus Cooperative:

1. Maintaining a local market for corn for Buckeye-area   
 farmers
2. Feed manufacturing continues in a market where   
 Landus Cooperative did not have a strong feed presence

Kucerak points out another advantage of the Mid-States Milling 
partnership with Landus Cooperative as the capital asset is not 
deteriorating but is being used. “It was an asset that was not 
being used. It had value to someone else, so we sold it to them. 
They can grow their business and at the same time we maintain 
a value-added corn outlet for our membership,” he explained.

FARM SERVICE COOPERATIVE (FSC) 
FSC has a very strong agronomy division and focuses on supplying 
inputs to their member-owners. Yet they own grain handling 
facilities in both Harlan and Denison. Conversation with Landus 
Cooperative led to the development of an agreement for a grain 
services partnership in 2014 under a year-by-year agreement.

“FSC customers have a place they can deliver corn and soybeans 
in both Harlan and Denison,” observed Tom Grote, feed and 
grain division manager with FSC. “We feel we’ve tried to keep 
the convenience factor for FSC members. We act like we’re 
one organization though we are two separate entities. Landus 
Cooperative has a great staff of employees we work with on a daily 
basis.”

The relationship between FSC and Landus Cooperative also 
provides the benefit of having additional sites for FSC members 
to do their grain business. And Grote also said the connection 
gives him a supply of grain for their feed mill as well as options for 
patrons when FSC facilities are full.

patron’s bottom line without investing a lot of their equity or 
money, it’s a good thing,” Hinners said.  

Templeton Crop Nutrients
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Tom Guinan, Landus Cooperative

Feature

Jay Masching, GSC Ag

“We license the partner  
within our network, 
establish the bid, 

merchandise the grain, 
and write a check for their 

grain at that location.” 

GSC AG 
When GSC Ag was established in Carroll in 2013, the successor 
to Juergens Produce & Feed, ownership decided to focus on 
pig production and feed. Grain merchandising services were 
outsourced to Landus Cooperative, resulting in better grain 
marketing opportunities for GSC Ag customers. 

“I feel any time I work with any Landus Cooperative 
employee, I’m working with a co-worker,” 
stated Jay Masching, grain origination and 
transportation manager for GSC Ag. Corn 

WORKING TOGETHER MAKES 
SENSE
The process is working for Landus Cooperative. “When we 
look at partnerships, we look at how it brings benefits back 

to members directly or indirectly,” concluded Cullen. 
“That can be through providing end markets, 

or supplying members’ feed, or creating a 
revenue stream fed back into Landus 

Cooperative to produce patronage back 
to members or to invest in better 

assets for grain, animal nutrition, or 
agronomy moving forward.”

“Through tools 
Landus Cooperative 
has, our customers 

maximize profitability 
for their production.”

Jay Masching
GSC Ag

Grain Origination and 
Transportation Manager

coming into GSC Ag 
goes out in feed while most 
soybeans are transported to 
Ralston for further 
processing. GSC Ag provides 
a market for west central 
Iowa producers that adds 
value to their corn and 
soybeans. However, being 
part of the Landus Cooperative 
system gives customers access 
to do business at any area 
location, including grain bank. 

Due to the relationship with 
Landus Cooperative, GSC Ag has a quality,
consistent amount of corn for their feed mill, allowing 
them to produce the best quality feed possible for the pigs 
they own as well as for their other feed customers. “We have 
good local producers so we’re starting with quality corn coming 
in before it gets processed,” Masching stated. “Through tools 
Landus Cooperative has, our customers maximize profitability for 
their production.” 

G S C A g

Tom Guinan
Landus Cooperative

Vice President of Producer 
Grain Marketing
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Cover Story

L andus Cooperative ships a 
110-car shuttle train filled with 
member-grown corn to Mexico, 
on average, every week, a 

process made possible and profitable 
due to the North America Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA). 

“We have a very efficient supply chain 
straight to Mexico,” Dustin Weiner, 
Landus Cooperative vice president 
of grain merchandising, explained. 
“If our members deliver their corn 
to Bayard, Boone, Farnhamville, Ida 
Grove, Jefferson, Pleasant Hill, Rake, 
Templeton, Yetter, or Bradford Landus 
Cooperative locations, some of their 
grain has probably gone directly to 
Mexico from the elevator where it was 
dumped, ending up in a feed mill there.” 
In total, Landus Cooperative ships whole 
grain from 10 locations on seven Iowa 
rail lines in this international trading 
effort. And tributary Landus Cooperative 

locations often transport grain that 
ends up in rail cars headed across the 
southern border. 

The US-Canada Free Trade Agreement, 
precursor to NAFTA, began nearly 30 
years ago on January 1, 1989. Five 
years later, NAFTA was ratified and 
incorporated Mexico into the trade

agreement. Nearly all trade barriers 
between the countries ended, including 
those on agricultural commodities, 
benefiting the industry greatly. “As 
we work on behalf of our members, 

representing them and marketing their 
products including whole grain, NAFTA 
is vital,” remarked Weiner.   

NAFTA AND YOU
The net cost of delivering grain from 
Iowa to Mexico collapsed in the NAFTA 
environment, per Weiner, and Landus 
Cooperative had a conscious thrust 
to expand the company’s presence 
there, seeing success with this 
international market. In addition to 
regular shipments of corn, Landus 
Cooperative also sends soybeans to 
Mexico regularly. Beyond whole grain, 
Landus Cooperative’s Dairy Nutrition 
Plus product line of value-added 
products, including SoyPlus® and 
SoyChlor®, are also sold in both Mexico 
and Canada.

Grant Kimberley, director of market 
development for the Iowa Soybean 

“For the Iowa Producer, 
you want a wide open 
gate to Mexico.”

Dustin Weiner
Landus Cooperative

Vice President of Grain Merchandising

Breaking Down Barriers 
and Opening Opportunities
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Association, says Mexico is a very 
important market for Iowa soybean 
farmers. “From an ag standpoint, 
NAFTA has been very beneficial for 
trade,” he stated. “Mexico is a very 
important market for American soybean 
farmers. As our next-door neighbor, 
we have a logistical advantage. The 
free trade agreement makes an even 
bigger difference.” In fact, Mexico is 
the number one export market for US 
soybean meal and number three for 
whole soybeans. “Exports are important 
to the soybean farmer as about 60 
percent of the US soybean crop is 
exported as whole grain, soybean meal, 
or soy oil,” Kimberley noted. 

MORE THAN WHOLE 
GRAIN 
In Mexico, American products are 
considered to be of high quality 
and desirable. Leopoldo Orozco, 
international manager for Dairy Nutrition 
Plus, lives in Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico, 
and works with end users of SoyPlus 
and SoyChlor. “Our customers buy our 
products without having to pay import 
taxes. NAFTA is an advantage for us 
as we are competing against a locally 
produced product, also,” he explained. 
“In Mexico, we like doing business with 
the US. It’s not a tangible matter but it 
feels good that we have this agreement 
and trade relationships between the two 
countries.”

Orozco’s largest customer for SoyPlus 
and SoyChlor is Nuplen located in 
northern Mexico. The company produces 
animal feed for dairy cattle. Founded 
in 1974, Nuplen presently sells feed, 
supplements, vitamins and minerals 
while also providing technical support 
for livestock management and nutrition. 

Nuplen Plant and Feed Mill 
located  in Durango, Mexico

47%
Iowa exports to 

Canada and Mexico

Landus Cooperative ships a 110-car shuttle train filled with 
member-grown corn to Mexico, on average, every week 

289%

Value of US 
agricultural exports 

to Canada has 
increased since 
NAFTA’s creation 

in 1994 

265%

Value of US 
agricultural exports 

to Mexico has 
increased since 
NAFTA’s creation

in 1994 

They have sold SoyPlus and SoyChlor for 
about 20 years. 

“With SoyPlus we have been able to 
provide our clients an alternative vegan 
protein that has contributed to better 
productivity of their cows. SoyChlor 
has helped the cows with metabolic 
problems post-partum,” remarked 

Edgar Salinas with Nuplen who states 
NAFTA has been a key factor in the 
long-standing and growing relationship 
between the cooperative and Nuplen.

“NAFTA changed radically the 
relationship among its member 
countries, particularly between Mexico 
and the USA. NAFTA has boosted several 

economic sectors, many of which are 
widely recognized and one of those not 
so spoken about is the farming sector,” 
Salinas stated. “Apart from eliminating 
tariffs from relevant goods, NAFTA 
has laid the foundations of a growing 
commerce which has, in turn, fostered 
foreign investment among the three 
member states. Furthermore, it has 
been a precursor of a higher demand for 
goods and products.” 
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Cover Story

“We need to keep 
NAFTA in place; 
getting rid of it is not 
an option. It would 
be devastating to 
agriculture.”

Grant Kimberley 
Director of Market 

Development 
Iowa Soybean Association 

$9.5 Billion Iowa Agricultural Exports 
to Canada and Mexico 

153,100
Iowa jobs  

supported by NAFTA

of food and 
ag products to 

Canada and 
Mexico in 2016

$43
Billion

SoyPlus and SoyChlor are both sold in Canada as well. 
“The Canadian dairy feed industry definitely relies on US 
products, distribution, and manufacturers to feed their 
cows,” said Brandon Finke, regional sales manager for 
Dairy Nutrition Plus. “Without NAFTA, it would create far 
more barriers to entry. As I look at my territory, I see our 
Canadian distributor, Halchemix, as a great ally. It’s a 
growing market; we have put some effort into it and its 
starting to pay dividends.” 

Marvin Stevenson works with Halchemix, the exclusive 
Canadian distributor of SoyChlor. He says Canadian dairy 

producers are interested in new ideas for improving production and 
because of the generally similar nature of the dairy industry here, 
they look to the US. “Production practices are transferrable across 
the geography,” Stevenson observed. “There’s a good level of 
transparency on both sides; open communication is always the key 
to success in these business relationships.” 

Stevenson notes the long history of cross-border relationships as 
an advantage for both sides. “It’s generally about well-researched 
products and positioning in the marketplace as a technology that 
improves the bottom line for producers through improvements 
in productivity and health,” he commented. “That has been very 
positive and the willingness to look at research opportunities on 
both sides of the border to continue to prove the value has been 
very helpful.”

RENEGOTIATION ON THE TABLE
The future of NAFTA centers around US interest in renegotiating the 
agreement. There is fear among all partners any changes to the ag 
portion of the agreement could be immediately felt. Kimberley said, 
“We need to keep NAFTA in place; getting rid of it is not an option. 
It would be devastating to agriculture.” He said there are portions 
of the 25-year-old agreement needing to be modernized to reflect 
advances in technology, primarily in manufacturing. Updating those 
portions is reasonable. Changing the terms for ag trade is not.

Experts say withdrawal from NAFTA would have harmful 
consequences from the farm gate to the gross domestic product 
including the loss of 256,000 US jobs, with 50,000 of those 
coming from the food and ag industries. “For the Iowa producer, 
you want a wide open gate to Mexico,” Weiner emphasized. Some 
interpretations of the loss of NAFTA say each Iowa county could 
lose $6 million in lost trade of corn and soybeans. 

“All of us are intertwined, and especially in agriculture, we rely on 
each other,” stated Finke. He encourages farmers to make their 
voices heard as the trade agreement is being debated at all levels 
of government. “Stay engaged,” Kimberley advises. “Find out who 
your local Iowa Soybean Association farmer director is and let them 
know your thoughts. Be involved.”

Landus Cooperative remains engaged as active members 
and participants in the National Grain and Feed Association 
(NGFA) which advocates for cooperatives and their members in 
Washington, DC. These professional intermediaries provide access 
to policy-makers as well as bureaucrats working on trade issues. 
Landus Cooperative staff members participate with NGFA where 
they have input and opportunity for discernment on these issues.  
Landus Cooperative also lobbies on the federal level via the 
National Council of Farmers Cooperatives. 

“Be engaged with your co-op board members and other 
organizations,” Kimberley concluded. “The issues and challenges 
are ongoing – there’s always another one around the corner. These 
organizations are working on your behalf.”  
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BY MARY HARRINGTON

Profile

Caleb Cox, Landus Cooperative Operations Technician 
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Ag employees work hard,  
navigate unpredictability  
both on and off the clock

The world of Iowa agriculture is a wild one. 
Markets are unpredictable. Weather is 
untamable. The work is often sweaty and tiring. 
If there’s anything constant in the industry, 
it’s uncertainty and the hard work needed to 
get through it. It’s not unlike the rodeo lifestyle 

familiar to Landus Cooperative employees.
Caleb Cox has become an expert at navigating the 

unpredictable. For him, lives depend on it. 

At his day job, Cox works full time serving Landus Cooperative 
members from the Gowrie location. As an operations technician 
he’s ready to adapt to any job at hand, from tool bar maintenance 
to handling anhydrous ammonia to delivering chemicals or seed to 
customers. But off the clock he’s putting in even more hours serving 
in a way one might not expect. Cox is a bull fighter. To some that title 
can evoke images of a cape-waving matador. But his job is much more 
familiar to anyone who’s attended a rodeo. He’s on ground level at Iowa 
rodeos keeping riders safe from their bulls. He’s not there for added 
entertainment like the rodeo clown (often called a funny man). He is 
there to predict and protect. 

Every time a bull rider gets thrown, Cox becomes their first line of 
defense from that bull. While a rodeo clown may be gesturing from 
a barrel, telling jokes and making the crowd laugh, the bull fighter is 
getting in front of the bull to pull its attention away from the rider. It’s 
Cox’s job to anticipate when that rider will get bucked off before he 
actually does so he can react as quickly and effectively as possible, 
and keep that person safe.

“You’re like a guardian angel to those 
guys when they’re riding ,” he said.

In the process of protecting local bull 
riders, he’s been run over, thrown 
in the air, and broken bones. He 
once broke the lower part of his leg 
trying to help a rider escape. Rather 
than go straight to the hospital, he 
taped his leg up and finished his 
job that night looking out  for other 
riders. For a spectator watching, his job 

One of Marlee Stewart’s many
champion barrel racing buckles

Caleb Cox 2017 
bull fighter buckle
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Marty and Wendy Brandt work together to rope a steer

is dangerous, frightening, and certainly unpredictable. For Cox, 
there’s a bit more control to the role.

“Riding bulls is like dancing; you go jump for jump with the bull 
and counter every move he makes. You can’t really predict 
anything he’s going to throw at you. But a bull fighter can 
analyze and predict. With every passing year, and every new 
bull you fight, you get more knowledgeable. You are able to 
start seeing what will happen before it happens,” Cox said.

Despite already working full-time at the cooperative, he 
remains committed to bull fighting, sometimes working 
multiple area rodeos in a single weekend. He believes it’s 
crucial to help provide a safe way for young riders to continue 
to get involved in rodeos, so that they can continue to learn 
the lessons the sport can teach.

“For anyone in a rodeo, you must have a positive mind and the 
drive to do it. You must want to win. But you must also know 
that you won’t always win. I’m trying to teach my kids that it’s 
supposed to be fun, that it’s not always about bringing home 
money or winning the buckle. It’s about the willingness to put 
forth the effort, and the pride that comes from the work,” he 
said.

ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE BARREL 
Hard work comes naturally to fellow Landus Cooperative 
employee Marlee Stewart who competes at some of the 
rodeos Cox works at. When she’s not helping manage the 
many complexities of grain marketing as the cooperative’s 
grain marketing compliance specialist, she’s working with her 
horse, barrel racing at competitions throughout the Midwest.

Every evening she is practicing. Every weekend she is 
competing. And she is good. She has built a reputation in the 
local rodeo community, and throughout Landus Cooperative, 
for her precision and speed. But it takes work to be that good. 
A lot of work.

“This is what I hoard vacation days for,” she said. In fact, 
Stewart has never used vacation time for anything but barrel 
racing.

She’s been doing it since she was a 16-year-old 4-Her when 
she thought the game classes were much more fun than 
showing halter and trotting at a slow pace. Without any formal 
training, and without a million dollar animal, Stewart started 
practicing and competing. And she started winning. Her first 
horse was a gift from her mother when she was 9—a $100 
mare from a neighbor down the road. “She wasn’t bred for 
anything special,” she said. But she worked with the horse day 
and night, and later went on to win the state National Barrel 
Horse Association (NBHA) competition as an 18-year-old. She 
hasn’t slowed down since.

“I did absolutely everything with that horse. I showed halter, 
pleasure. I carried flags on her for drill team.” She even rode 
that horse to junior high softball practice in Harcourt a few 
times. “I wasn’t going to not go to practice just because I didn’t 
have a ride,” she joked.

Stewart has put in the endless hours needed to take a horse 
from zero experience to competing in the pro circuit. Now she’s 
putting in the hours with a new horse, starting back at the 
beginning, visiting any local barrel racing competition or rodeo 
she can to practice. If you pass Stewart on the road evenings 

or weekends, chances are she’s pulling a trailer behind her.

“Seeing your hard work pay off is most rewarding,” she 
said. “I spend more hours than I can count, and more 
dollars than you want to know. You aren’t always going to 

win—you have to do it because you’re just that passionate 
about it. And when you put that much time and effort into 

something, the moments when you actually do win are 
even better.”

The skills she’s built rodeoing she brings back to the 
workplace with her. “You can’t just be a weekend 
warrior if you want to be good at anything. You have to 
put in the effort every single day,” she said.
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Profile

Marlee and “Fabio” placed 3rd against 150+ contestants in March 2018

Wendy Brandt, Landus Cooperative application programmer analyst

THE TROPHY IS IN THE TOGETHER-TIME 
It’s that work ethic among other values that have made 
Landus Cooperative grain marketing advisor Stacy Raasch so 
supportive of her young daughter’s entry into the sport.

Raasch works with farmer-members throughout the 
west-central part of the state, helping them navigate the 
unpredictability of ag markets.  As Raasch is getting initiated 
into the rodeo world with her seven-year-old daughter, 
Saige, she’s building even more connections to the rural 
communities she serves. The routes she drives to get her 
daughter to and from barrel races are often the same as 
those she drives daily to visit members’ farms. It’s a time 
commitment, even more hours spent on-the-go for the already 
busy mom, but it’s worth it. 

“Saige is learning responsibility. I have expectations that if she 
wants to ride, then she has to be out there caring for the horse 
herself,” she said.

Raasch sees potential for her daughter continuing to grow into 
the sport and eventually take it seriously like Stewart. But no 
matter where the sport takes her, for now she’s happy for the 
opportunity for fun, and the self-gratification that comes from 
hard work and responsibility.

 “Our time together is rewarding. You create a bond with your 
horse, and I’m watching my daughter create a bond with her 
horse as well,” she said. Raasch is even getting help from 
a Landus Cooperative member who’s own daughter rides 
at the college level. Raasch never doubted how strong the 
connections were among Iowa farmers. But she’s seeing 
that support grow even stronger the more involved they 
get in the rodeo world.

 “It’s a whole family community. Everyone gets 
very close,” said Wendy Brandt, application 
programmer analyst for Landus Cooperative’s 
information technology (IT) division. 
For Brandt, rodeoing is truly a family affair. 
She was a barrel racer who met her 
cowboy husband at the Nevada rodeo 
in 1993. He talked her into team 
roping—a rodeo event in which two 
riders work together to rope a 
steer. Team roping is the only 
rodeo event where men and 
women compete equally 

together in either single-gender or mixed-gender teams. 

Brandt’s previous experience had been in barrel racing, 
where it’s just the rider and the horse. But with roping, she 
had to learn to work together as a team with another rider 
and communicate under pressure, skills she finds necessary 
on the job at Landus Cooperative as well.

“It’s a very humbling sport. You could win everything one 
day, and the next day nothing works. There’s a lot of losing. 
You have to be able to learn from mistakes, pick yourself up 
and move on,” Brandt said.

While Brandt has temporarily stepped away from competing 
to focus on her son showing cattle, she continues to 
contribute time and work to the industry. She is currently the 
web master for the Iowa Rodeo Cowboys Association, sharing 
the same IT skills she uses to serve Landus Cooperative 
members with the organization responsible for sanctioning 
rodeo events throughout Iowa. And in her free time at home, 
she’s working with her latest barrel racing horse, working 
towards the next opportunity to compete, improve, and have 
more fun.

Every Landus Cooperative employee who rodeos has been 
bucked off, run over, or broke down on the side of an 
interstate with trailer in tow. The sport is not always safe, 
and never easy. But they keep going back to it not just for 
the appeal of the prizes. They’re there for the values it 
teaches them, the same values that Landus Cooperative 
asks of all its employees every day. As workers in agriculture, 
these employees aren’t strangers to the wild swings the 
unpredictable industry brings. But they’ve managed to 
embrace the wild 
with hard work, 
consistent 
work, 
and
fun. 
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Leadership Letter

Milan R. Kucerak 
Chief Executive Officer

Harvest is upon us. 

In July each of our location’s managers met with our central 
logistics, operations, and grain merchandising teams to make 
plans for harvest storage and capacity utilization. We look to be 
in good shape entering harvest; all ground piles will be picked 
up, and our rail partners have been keeping pace this summer. 

Also, in July, we sent out a survey to all employees at all levels 
asking them for their input on quick investments to improve 
speed, service, safety or efficiency. We have approved more than 

$244,000 to make these projects reality. Here are a few of the improvements which are being put in place on your 
behalf in time for harvest based on location-level ideas.  

• Additional NH3 riser and intercom system to talk with growers in Bayard
• New lights for the Bradford location for safer night operations and efficiency during harvest 
• Fill potholes in the Jefferson line to improve road quality at harvest
• New concrete in front of the Churdan seed shed to avoid breaking seed pallets 
• New concrete driveways at the Yale location 

As a cooperative, this process illustrates one way in which our members’ ideas, suggestions, and needs become a 
reality.  Members of the executive team and I have also been traveling to locations several times a month to have 
lunch with our employees. These casual conversations allow employees to share their input, raise concerns or 
share grower feedback. While we cannot grant every wish, I have found these lunch-time meetings valuable. We are 
member-owned, and these local touches are driving our business for the future. 

As a farmer-owned cooperative competing in a turbulent, global marketplace in the midst of a multi-year downturn 
of on-farm profitability, we must be laser-focused on our grain marketing services.   I encourage you to download the 
newest version of our Landus Cooperative app. For the first time, you’re able to log in to see your scale tickets right 
on your smartphone. 

I am eager to get in the combine with some of you this fall and hear more about how we are doing to serve your 
operation.  Please continue to share your feedback with us. 

As with your farm operation, we are ready for harvest and have confidence in our ability to execute. With the 
assistance of Mother Nature, our team is ready to serve you. 

Thank you for your business. We’ll see you at the scales! 

Ron DeJongh joined our team as Chief Commodity Marketing Officer August 1st. 
In his role, DeJongh is responsible for the strategic direction of grain policies, 
inventory and quality control policies, as well as farmer-facing grain marketing 
programs including our Cooperative Advantage Package. He oversees domestic 
and international end-user marketing relationships to move your grain to the 
markets that demand it.  
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Landus Cooperative’s quarterly magazine is intended to inform, 
inspire and engage our cooperative’s members by helping you 
be profitable and highlighting the value of your membership. 
Grow magazine showcases the connection between our local 

cooperative operations and a global marketplace 
while celebrating the cooperative spirit. 
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Landus CooperativeTM is a farmer-owned agricultural cooperative headquartered in Ames, Iowa, with about 600 full-time 
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SUCCESS  
IN A BAG

BEST PRICING OF THE 
YEAR AVAILABLE NOW!

Yo u r  S e e d .  Yo u r  S u c c e s s.

Contact your Field Sales Agronomist 
before September 15th to take advantage. 


